Beating beats mixing in heterodyne detection schemes.
Heterodyne detection schemes are widely used to detect and analyse high-frequency signals, which are unmeasurable with conventional techniques. It is the general conception that the heterodyne signal is generated only by mixing and that beating can be fully neglected, as it is a linear effect that, therefore, cannot produce a heterodyne signal. Deriving a general analytical theory, we show, in contrast, that both beating and mixing are crucial to explain the heterodyne signal generation. Beating even dominates the heterodyne signal, if the nonlinearity of the mixing element (mixer) is of higher order than quadratic. The specific characteristic of the mixer determines its sensitivity for beating. We confirm our results with both a full numerical simulation and an experiment using heterodyne force microscopy, which represents a model system with a highly non-quadratic mixer. As quadratic mixers are the exception, many results of previously reported heterodyne measurements may need to be reconsidered.